We present a GPU based openACC fortran program named HeTDSE, which provides an efficient way to investigate the non-perturbative electronic dynamics of helium subjected to a strong laser pulse by solving full-dimensional two-electron time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). OpenACC is a directive-based programming model for accelerators without modifying the underlying CPU code itself. HeTDSE uses B-Spline basis sets expansion method to construct the radial part of the wavefunction, and the spherical harmonic functions is used to express for the angular part.
helium in a strong laser field has attracted a lot of attention [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In recent years, conventional CPU parallel computing technique makes it possible to numerically solve the TDSE of helium subjected to a laser pulse. Peng et al. investigated the electron correlation effects in two-photon-double-ionization (TPDI) of helium by finite-element-discrete-variablerepresentation (FEDVR) method [20] ; Parker et al. used the finite-difference method to calculate the above threshold ionization (ATI) process [21] ; Piraux et al. investigated the electron correlation effect by using the Gauss-Sturman function [10] . However, for the calculation cost is large in these studies, the simulations are particularly numerically expensive (about 200 to 1000 CPU cores are used [20, 21] ). It is very likely a numerical virtual experiment on the servers [21] . More efficient calculation method and low-cost compute device are the two keys to further promoting the numerical simulations in strong laser field investigations. To achieve these aims, high performance computing technique has been widely applied in numerically studies, such as graphic processing unit(GPU) [23] .
GPU contains hundreds of computing cores and is originally designed for the highly parallel process of graphic rendering [22, 23] . In recent twenty years, GPU has evolved into a very powerful and low-cost compute device in science and engineering [24] . Comparing with CPU, the performance of GPU implementations increases by tens of times [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Especially, the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) is one of the most widely used programming model for accelerators [23] . However, the programming for accelerators such as CUDA is difficult to master and usually combines the programming code to an accelerators of a particular hardware parameter. This leads to the highly hardware-specific dependence, and those dependencies will cause a lack of the expansibility of the code [24] .
To overcome these difficulties, OpenACC is proposed as a standard programming model for accelerators [30] . OpenACC is a set of directive-based extensions to C, C++ and Fortran that allow programmers to annotate regions of code and data for offloading from a CPU host to an attached Accelerator, without requiring modification to the underlying CPU code itself. A typal fortran openACC program is shown in Fig 1: Programmers simply insert OpenACC directives "acc parallel loop" before specific code sections with the do loop, to engage the GPU. This approach enables the compiler to target and optimize parallelism [30] .
Besides the computing cost, how to get the continue states is another challenge in investigations of matter-laser interaction [31] . As shown in [32] , B-spline basis sets, which were widely used in computational atomic and molecular physics [32] [33] [34] [35] , has great advantages of describing the continue states: the density of discretized continuum states can be adjusted with a total degree of freedom simply by modifying the box size [32] . For this reason, we introduce the B-Spline basis sets to construct the radial part of the wavefunction in this work. We expand the time dependent Helium wavefunction as a set of B-Spline functions, then we convert the TDSE into coupled partial differential equations. The expansion coefficients at each time step can be got. In principle, if we have the expansion coefficients, all the physical process can be retrieved.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present the theoretical background on which the codes is built. In Section 3 we exhibit an overview of the package structure, the input and output files. In Section 4 we show several test applications of HeTDSE. The parallel efficiency is given in Section 5. We present our conclusions in Section 6.
II. MATHEMATICAL SETUP AND ALGORITHM
We solve the Helium TDSE within dipole approximation and length gauge. Atomic units are used throughout, unless otherwise stated. The full-dimension-TDSE of helium is
where the total Hamiltonian of atom-laser system is
where −∇ 2 i /2 − 2/r i with i = 1, 2 denotes the kinetic energy and potential energy of electron i, and
is the electron-electron correlation term. The interaction Hamiltonian of the helium and laser pulse is
where the vector potential of the laser pulse is
whereε is the laser polarization direction, ω and φ are the frequency and the carrier envelope phase, respectively. α = √ 2 ln(2) τ , with τ being the Full-Width-Half-Maximum (FWHM). The wavefunction of helium can be written as
where the time-independent Helium wavefunction is
where B n,k (r) is a B-Spline of order k (in our calculation k = 7, so we don't write out k in B-Spline functions), which can be defined as
where {t j } denotes the spline knot sequence. N is the number of the basis sets, and each i corresponds to a set of {n 1 , l 1 , n 2 , l 2 }.
where Y lm (r) is usual spherical harmonic functions. L is the total orbital angular momentum and M is its z-component. We convert the TDSE into coupled partial differential equations:
where
is the transition dipole, using
Y 10 (r), we get
where termi = T i1 + T i2 ,
In these equations, we can separate the radial part and the angular part,
hence we can get the radial part easily by numerical integral,
By using the quantum mechanics graph theory [36] , the analysis expression of the angle part is
we use a convention (a, b, c) = (2a + 1) (2b + 1) (2c + 1) in Eq. (14), other parts of Eq. (12) include
where f (a ↔ b) indicates that a and b exchange their positions in function f .
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODES
The HeTDSE is written in Fortran language. The codes give a convenient and efficient way to study the electronic dynamics of two-electron systerm Helium in a (strong) laser field. HeTDSE contains 9 fortran files and 4 input files. The fortran driver programs, functions, subroutines,input files and output files are introduced briefly in this section. The construction of HeTDSE can be found in Fig. 2 , user should run these codes step by step:
Firstly, user should run eigen-equation.f to get the initial wavefunction of helium; Then, using the output files of eigen-equation.f, user should run dipole.f90 to get the transition dipoles; Next, using the output files of dipole.f90, user should run matrix.f90 to generate the input files for tdse.f90; Finally, using the output files of matrix.f90, user should run tdse.f90 to solve the Eq. (9) to get the time-dependent wavefunction of Helium.
This program is used to get the expansion coefficient {c i } in Eq. (6) by solving the time independent two-electron full dimensional Schrödinger equation of Helium,
The functions and subroutines in this program are:
PREQUAN : Get the index of the one electron functions B n (r) Y lm from 1 to n×(l max + 1).
QUAN2012 : Select the basis sets that satisfies physics considerations: the one electron angular momenta l 1 , l 2 should satisfy |l 1 − l 2 | ≤ L ≤ |l 1 + l 2 | and the wavefunction Ψ (r 1 , r 2 ) = 0.
gauleg: Calculate the Gauss-Lagrange integration.
RKTSQ: Get the knot-point distribution. In our code, we set the distribution as the Linear-parabolic sequence.
Bspline2006 : Calculate the B-Spline function B n (x).
SingleInteg2012 : Calculate the integration B n (x)xB m (x) dx and B n (x)B m (x) dx.
DmultiInteg2012 : Calculate the electron-electron integration B n (r i )
HAMILTON2012 : Construct the Hamiltonian.
RSG: Diagonalize the matrix, get the energy level and wavefunctions.
Input file of eigen-equation.f: 
C. matrix.f90
This program is used to put all the dipole matrix elements in matrix H I nm and energy difference E mn = E m −E n in matrix OMEGA nm . Table I shows that how we put the matrix elements in H I nm and OMEGA nm . Input files of matrix.f90:
2. the output file of dipole.f90 : dipole-S-P, dipole-P-D.dat, dipole-D-F.dat and dipole-F-G.dat. 
HI.dat:
This files stores all the dipole matrix elements.
OMEGA.dat:
This files stores all the energy differences.
D.
tdse.f90
This program is used to calculate the coupled partial differential equations Eq. (9). The subroutines in this program are:
ode: Solve the partial differential equations by Adams algorithm.
f : Describe the laser filed and the partial differential equations.
Input files of tdse.f90:
1. tdse.input.
eigenval.out.
3. HI.dat.
OMEGA.dat
Description of tdse.input: tdse.input contains input parameters used by tdse.f90
Line 1: HI.dat, this is the name of the dipole matrix elements file that should be read.
Users do not need to modulate it.
Line 2: OMEGA.dat, this is the name of the input energy difference file that should be read. Users do not need to modulate it.
Line 3: The maximum number of time steps allowed. Default is 600 000. Usually, users do not need to modulate this value. Output files of tdse.f90:
There are four output files after running tdse.f90:
1. laser.dat: This file stores the laser field E (t).
single-ion.dat:
This file stores the single ionization yield I s (t).
3. double-ion.dat: This file stores the double ionization yield I d (t).
c.dat:
This file stores the solution a n (t) of the coupled partial differential equations Eq. (9) . Default is outputting all a n (t). In principle, if we get a n (t), all the physical information can be retrieved.
E. Other files
There are other five programs order.f, rsg.f, wig.f, angl16.f90 and SUBROU-TINE.f90 in HeTDSE. These five programs are the "support codes", we DO NOT suggest the users to modulate these codes.
IV. SAMPLE RESULTS
In order to check the accuracy of our program, we compare our results with previous literatures. In the calculations, the radius of the cavity is R 1max = R 2max = 70 and it is described by 30 B-Spline functions of order 7. We use l i=1,2 = 0 − 4 and L = 0 − 4.
Linear-parabolic knot sequence is chosen because it can balance the accuracy and calculation quantity. 11100 total basis sets are used during the time dependent simulations.
In table 1, we show the eigenvalues of the low bound states for different total angular momenta. Table 1 shows that, for all the calculated levels, at least the accuracy up to two digits after the decimal point has been obtained. The density distributions of different atomic levels in coordinate space are shown in Fig. 3 , where the results agree well with that in [19, 37, 38] .
B. excited states dynamics
Now we turn to the second example: excited states dynamics. Here we focus on the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) effect on band-band state transition induced by a laser pulse.
The CEP is a crucial parameter in describing the characteristics of a laser pulse, because we can control the dynamic process of matter-laser interaction by measuring or adjusting the CEP [39] [40] [41] [42] . Especially, the CEP effect on the bound-bound transition of an atom has been investigated both in theoretically and experimentally [39] [40] [41] [42] . Here we try to reproduce the result from [41] . In [41] , the authors used Hylleraas coordinates to reconstruct the wavefunction of Helium, and they introduced a parameter M to quantify the CEP effect:
where P (φ max ) and P (φ min ) are, respectively, the maximum and minimum populations for a given excited state. A large value of M means a strong CEP effect. In this simulation, the laser parameters are the same as [41] . We use HeTDSE get M for 1 D after the laser ends, which is shown in Fig 4. Our result matches well with that in Fig.1(b) from [41] .
C. excitation and ionization yields
Next, we calculate the excitation and ionization yields of helium in a strong laser pulse.
Our basis sets covers the energy range located beyond the double-ionization threshold. The initial state is the ground state of Helium |1S 2 . The laser pulse has a duration of 3.8 fs and the peak intensity of 2.97 × 10 14 W/cm 2 , which is the same as those in [38, 43] . The present results in Fig. 5 are accordant with the data from Hasbani [43] and Scrinzi [38] .
We then calculate the electrons wavepacket dynamics both in coordinate and momentum space with different time delay after the laser pulse. The frequency and FWHM of the laser pulse are ω = 1.0 and 2 optical cycles, respectively, with the intensity of 1.0 × 10 13 W/cm 2 .
The continue state is collected as ψ ion = i c i ϕ i , with E i > −2.0 a.u..
we get the wave function of helium at the end of the laser pulse. Using this wave function, the density distribution of the electrons in coordinate space can be obtained by
To obtain the wave function in momentum space, we transform the wave function into the momentum space by Fourier transform
By expanding the plane wave e −ik·r as
where j l (x) is sphere Bessel function,
the density distribution in momentum space can be obtained by
The density distribution of continuous states in coordinate space is shown in Fig. 6 for delay time after the laser ending 0 (a1), 2 (a2), 4 (a3) and 6 (a4) optical cycles. There is an evident single ionization characteristics in the figures, where the wave pocket moves outside along the coordinate axis with time. Fig. 7 (b1)-(b4) are the corresponding density distributions in momenta space. A red spot in the diagonal direction, with two green branches in the axis direction is found. The red spot implies that the two electrons have an indistinguishability with a same energy. The green branches indicate that electron 1 (2) moves with a large(small) velocity. The difference of the red spot in Fig. 7 (b1)-(b4) can be attributed to the diffusion of the ionized wave packet in quantum mechanics.
V. PARALLEL SCALING
To test the parallel efficiency of HeTDSE, we compare the serial CPU program (runs at
Intel xeon E5-2640 CPU with 2.5GHz clock speed and 15MB L3 cache) and parallel GPU implementations (runs at NVIDIA K20 GPU with 2493 cores). The speedup factor for four simulation cases shown in Table III . The larger the basis number, the larger computation cost needs. All the simulations are done with PGI fortran compiler, the laser is 3.8 fs (which contains about 4000 time steps) and the simulation box is R max = 70. A speed up of 147 is achieved if 4300 basis sets are used. It indicates that as the simulation system size increases, this improvement becomes more and more pronounced.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a program which solves the full-dimension-TDSE of helium using
OpenACC+GPU simulation acceleration environment. We introduce how to convert the full-dimension-TDSE into coupled partial differential equations. These partial differential equations are solved by Adams method. Our program has two advantages: first, the codes are easily parallelled by adding few detectives and have a speed up of 147 on GPU, HeTDSE dose not have to use a super computer or a computer cluster, even a desktop computer with an openACC-enable GPU can run HeTDSE efficiently; second, we can transplant our program to other accelerators without rewriting the codes. By comparing with the literatures of the excited state dynamics and ionization yield of helium, the accuracy of our program has been verified. Our codes can be used to investigate the non-perturbative electronic dynamics of helium subjected to a strong laser pulse. Besides, for the programming for accelerators such as CUDA is difficult, we hope that HeTDSE to be an example to help more researchers to handle the GPU calculation more easily by using OpenACC. 
